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Abstract 

In this work, the application of Luby-Rackoff randomizers for authentication purposes is 
examined. First randomized authentication codes are introduced. In these codes, the assign- 
ment of a cryptogram to a given message is done in two stages. In the first, the redundancy 
is introduced and in the second, the concatenation of several Luby-Rackoff randomizers is 
used. Next ,  perfect A-codes are defined. The quality of the authentication codes (A-codes) 
is measured using the concept of distinguishing circuits. Three A-codes with different re- 
dundancy stages are examined and proven that they are perfect if the suitable number of 
Luby-Rackoff randomizers is used in the second stage of the A-code. 

1 Introduction 
We are going t o  consider authentication systems whose quality can be rigorously proven. It is 
known [8] that randomizers can be  applied to construct provably secure cryptosystems. The 
hain quality measurements of such cryptosystems is their indistinguishability from truly randc,m 

generators ([2], [7]). 
We construct a class of authentication systems (codes) that consists of two stages. The 

first stage introduces redundancy to the message by  applying some encoding rule ([3],[4],[5], [S]) 
while the second stage spreads this redundancy over the whole cryptogram. 

To be more precise, we assume that  messages are n-bit long and we add the redundancy 
by concatenating (rn - n)-bit strings to the message (rn > n). The resulting message of length 
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m (later we consider the case when m = 2n) is submitted to the second stage which is a 
randomizer. The resulting cryptogram of length m is transmitted to the receiver over a publicly 
exposed channel ( [ 5 ] ) .  

The receiver first recovers the redundant message and next compares the (m - n)-bit redun- 
dant string to the original one. They accept the messages as authentic only if the two redundant 
strings are the same. 

2 Preliminaries 
Let I, = {0,1)" be the set of all 2" binary strings of length n and let the set F,,, of all functions 
from I,, to I, be defined as 

F,,, consists of Zmzn elements (we will use F, for the case m = n). In general, f E F,,,,, might 
not have an inverse. In fact if n > m then such an inverse function doesn't exist. 

The definition of a generalized function generator can be given similar to that of a function 
generator (see [ I ] ,  [Z]). 

Definition 2.1 Let l(n) and m(n) be polynomials in n. A generalized funct ion generator with 
indez k of length l(n) is  a collection f = (f"} where the index k specifies a function f;'" E 
f",". For given index k E I,(,,) and x E I,,, the funct ion f?,(x) is computable in polynomial 
t ime. 

Fn,m = { f  I f : In -+ Im}. 

Also the concept of distinguishing circuit family can be extended to this case: 

Deflnition 2.2 A distinguishing circuit C,,, for f"," is  a n  acyclic circuit which consists of 
Boolean gates (AND, OR, N O T ) ,  constant gates ("0" and u1 ") and r oracle gates (r < 2"). 
The circuit has one bit output only. Oracle gates accept binary inputs of length n and generate 
binary outpuis of the length m. Each oracle gate U evaluated using some funct ion f rom the space 
Fn-m * 

Deflnition 2.3 A family  of distinguishing circuits f o r  { f","} is a n  infinite sequence of circuiis 
C,,,,,, Cnz,mz, (nl < nz < ...) such that for two  c o n s t a n t  c1 and cz and for each pair of 
parameters n, m, there ezists a circuit Cnem which h a  the following properties: 

The  size of C,," is smaller than ncl (the size is defined as the number of all connections 
between gates). 

Let Pr[Cn,m(Fn,m)] be the probability that the output bit of C,,, is one when a function 
is mndomly  and uniformly selected f r o m  Fn," and used t o  evaluate the oracle gates. Let 
Pr[C,,,(f"J")] be the probability that the output bit of Cn,m is one when the omcle gates 
are evaluated using a funct ion randomly and uni formly selected from fn*" (by random 
selection of the indez k). The  :'robability of dbtinguishing the truly m n d o m  function from 
the one generated by f",", is 

We say that a function generator { f n v m )  does not have a family of distinguishers if for almost 
all parameters n 

1 P(.) 
= 2" I Pr[Cn ,m(K,m)]  - Pr[G,m(f"*")l I< 
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where r is the number of oracle gates in the distinguisher and p(r) is a polynomial in r. A 
generalized pseudorandom function generator is a generalized function generator that does not 
have a family of distinguishing circuits. 

The construction of a pseudorandom function generator from a cryptographically secure 
pseudorandom bit generator (CSB) is given in [I] where it is noted that the construction is 
extendable to generalized pseudorandom function generators. 

For a function f E F,,, we can determine a DES-type permutation D, E F2,, as 

DIP,  R) = (R, L @ f(R)) 

where L and R are n-bit input strings (L ,  R E I,,). Having a sequence of functions fi, fi, * * * , fi E 
F,,, we can determine the concatenation of their DES-type permutations $ and 

$ ( f ~ , f i , * * * , f i ) = D t i  OD/,-,  o . . . o D j l  

Of course, $(fr,fi,**.,f;) E Fzn. 
Note that a generator $(f~, . . . , f i )  (where fj E F,, for all j = 1,2,. . . ,i) should be seen as a 

class of permutations for different parameters n = 1,2,3, .  . .. 
Obviously, the quality of permutation generators $(fi,. . . , f i )  depends upon the selection 

of their functions fj (1 5 j 5 i). Luby and Rackoff [2] showed that $(f, g, h)  does not have a 
distinguisher and 

r2 I Pr[Cn,n(Fzn)l - P r [ c n , n ( + ( f ,  9,  h))]  IS 2;; 
where r 5 2" is the number of oracle gates in a distinguishing circuit and the functions f ,  g, h 
are randomly and uniformly selected from the space F,, i.e. f ,  g, h ER F,,. It means that for all 
possible distinguishing circuits Cz,, which contain r oracle gates (all statistical tests with the ac- 
cess to r observations of input/output pairs), the probabilities Pr[C2,,(F2,,)], Pr[Czn($(f, g, h))]  
are very close to each other and their difference can be made as small as required by selecting 
a large enough parameter n. 

The Luby-Radroff module $(f, g, h )  can be used in two different ways, as a pseudorandom 
permutation generator when the three functions f, g, h are pseudorandom (it will be called L-R 
module), and as a randomizer when f, g, h are randomly and uniformly selected from F,, (it will 
be called L-R randomizer). 

Note that a L-R randomizer no longer constitutes a pseudorandom function generator as the 
three random functions f, g, h create an index whose length is not polynomial in n. Therefore 
for a given index and input z E I,,, the output is not computable in polynomial time. 

3 Perfect Authentication Codes 

3.1 A-Codes 
Authentication codes (A-codes) were introduced by Simmons [S] in the study of authentication 
systems. An A-code A"#m = {A;'") is a set of invertible one-to-one functions from I,, to I,, 
where each function is indexed by a key k. It is required that if k is known, A?"(z) (z E I,,) 
can be computed in polynomial time. An A-code can provide security only if n < m, i.e., there 
is redundancy in the system. 

There is an attack on authentication systems that is called a spoofing of order T. In this 
attack, an enemy has intercepted T cryptograms and attempts an impersonation or substitution 
attack on the system. We say that an A-code provides security of order T (T a polynomial in 
n) if for infinitely many R, the best strategy of an enemy in the spoofing of order T attack on 
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{A"~"} is random selection with uniform distribution from the set I ,  when the T intercepted 
cryptograms are excluded. 

So for security against the spoofing of order T ,  it is required that the enemy cannot use 
their knowledge of the T intercepted cryptograms in designing a better strategy. Using a dis- 
tinguishing circuit family for assessing A-code generators is in fact equivalent to an attack 
stronger than spoofing, i.e., the attack in which pairs of message/cryptogram are accessible to 
the enemy. Moreover the distinguishing circuit (the attacker) can choose messages and collect 
cryptograms from the oracle gates. We assume that the distinguishing circuit computing re- 
sources (the attacker's resources) are not polynomially bounded but the number of accessible 
pairs of message/cryptograrn (the number of oracle gates) is limited. 

3.2 Randomized A-Codes 
We give the construction of randomized A-codes (also called randomized authentication system- 
s). The construction has two stages (see [4]). The first stage introduces redundancy while the 
second stage serves to diffuse the redundant information over the whole block of cryptogram 
using the concatenation of several L-R randomizers. 

Definition 3.1 A randomized A-code d,, =  an^*"} is a fami l y  of f unc t ions  AnYzn = {A;,'"} C 
Fn,Zn. T h e  assignment of the  cryptogram ( the  output )  f o r  a given message ( the  inpu t )  M E I,,, 
is  done in the following two stages: 

in the  f irst  stage redundancy i s  introduced into the  message M E I,, by creating the redun- 
dant  message M' = ( M ,  9 )  E Iz,, where 9 i s  a string of redundant bits added t o  M ;  

in the second stage, t he  message M' is transformed using the  concatenat ion  of z (i = 
1,2,. . .) L-R randomizers $J( f ,  g,  h )  ( f ,  g ,  h E R  F,,). T h e  result ing randomizer  is Qi = 
rl, o rl, 0.. . o $J. T h e  random func t ions  f , g ,  h are a part of the  s y s t e m  cryptographic keys 

and are kept secret ( known  t o  the  sender and receiver only). 
J 

i 

Clearly, randomized A-codes are not pseudorandom function generators as they are based 
upon L-R randomizers for which neither the indexing nor the polynomial time evaluation are 
satisfied. However, the quality of randomized A-codes can be assessed by using distinguishing 
circuits {Cn,m} aa given in Definition 2.3 (rn = 292). 

In the following, we define a class of perfect randomized A-codes. 

Definition 3.2 A randomized A-code d,, = {An,2n} i s  perfect i f  for a n y  distinguisher Cn,zn, 
all outputs of the  oracle gates (evaluated by the A-code)  are independent  f r o m  inpu t  random 
variables. 

Let us consider a randomized A-code d,, = {An~zn} for which in the first stage for each 
message hf  E I,,, I9 is selected independently and with the uniform probability from the space 
I, (the selected 19 is kept secret). In the second stage, there is a single L-R randomizer. The 
quality of the A-code is given by the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1 A single L-R randomizer & ( f , g ' , h )  is enough (*I = $ l ( f , g ' ,  h) ,  f ,  h E R  F,, 
and g* E R  F,, is a random permuta t ion)  f o r  the second stage of d,, = {AniZn} t o  obtain a 
perfect randomized A-code  provided tha t  an the f i r s t  stage f o r  each message  Mi E I,,, there is a n  
independent and uni formly  distributed random variable I9i ( the  distinguisher has T 5 2" oracle 
gates). 
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Proof. If we have r (r 5 2") oracle gates, then all oracle gates should produce r independent 
random variables. This happens only if for any pair of oracle gates (O;,Oj) (0 5 i < j 5 r), 
their outputs are independent from their inputs. Let us consider a single pair of oracle gates 
(Oi, Oj).  They are fed by two different messages Mi, M, (they are random variables which can 
take on different values) and the A-code generate two independent random variables d ; ,  9j for 
them (note that 9; and 9j are not accessible to the distinguisher). If random variables t9i and 9j 
are independent and uniform, then the outputs y;, and y j ,  are independent as well (see Figure 
1). Now consider random variables yip and y j ,  . We have the two following cases. 
(u) If random variables 9; and 9j take on different values. It results that the function f assigns 

two independent random variables. So yi, and yj,  are independent (19; and 9j are not 
accessible to the distinguisher) from the input random variables i i l  , i j , .  

(a) If 29; and 9,  have happened to have the same value 9 = 9; = 1 9 j .  Then a; = M; @ f(9) 
and aj = Mj @ f(9). As random variables ai, aj can take on different values only, the 
outputs yi,  = g * ( a ; )  @ 19, y j ,  = g - ( a j )  @ 9 have different values and the random function 
h generates two independent random variables so yi, , y jp  are independent from the input 
as well. 

Yi Yi 2 

Figure 1: Two oracle gates evaluated using an A-code with $(f, g*,  h )  

As this happens for all pairs of oracle gates, it means that all oracle gates generate indepen- 
dent random variables (from all inputs of oracle gates) when the oracle gates are evaluated by 
the randomized A-code d,,. 

0 
Theorem 3.1 basically states that perfect security for messages of length n can be achieved 

if each message is padded by a randomly chosen string of length at least n and a single L-R 
randomizer $(f, g * ,  h )  is used for diffusing the random information over the whole block. The 
random permutation g* can be substituted by identity permutation ( g  = 1 )  as 9; and 9, are 
already independent. 

It is interesting to note that if the redundant strings 9, (1 5 i 5 r, r is the number of oracle 
gates) are kept constant for all messages (source states), the system will still be perfect if a 
second L-R randomizer is added. 
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Let the random string I9 be fixed (and publicly known - accessible to the distinguisher) for 
the whole transmission session i.e., 19; = 3 for all z = 1,. . . , T .  It means that the randomizer 
\k2 = $l(f,g, h) o & ( h , g * , f )  is fed by the pair of random variables: the current message Mi 
and 9. 

Theorem 3.2 Given A-code .A,, = {An*zn}.  Assume  that in the f irst  stage, each message is  
assigned a common  random variable 8 E I,, (the distinguisher knows it but i t  cannot change its 
value), then A,., is perfect provided the following two conditions are satisfied: 

the redundant string I9 is placed to the left hand input  of L - R  randomizer (Figure 2) 
i.e., xil = I9 and xia = Mi where i = 1, ... , r  (T i s  the number of oracle gates in the 
distinguishing circuit; r 5 2"), 

the randomizer w e d  in the second stage consists of concatenation of two L - R  elementary 
randomizers i.e., @ = @z = $t(f, g, h )  o $2(h, g*, f) (where f, g ,  h ER Fn, and a permuta- 
t ion 9' ER Fn), 

O i  

Figure 2: Oracle gates evaluated using an A-code with \kz 

Proof: As in the previous theorem, we consider a pair of oracle gates (O;,Oj) where 0 2 
i < j 5 r and we prove that their outputs are independent from the inputs. Figure 2 shows 
the two oracle gates (Oi, Oj). As the random variables M;, Mj have always different values, the 
random variables yi2 and yj2 are independent from the input (the random function f generates 
independent raitdom variables for different arguments). Now consider the second pair of the 
outputs yi, and y,, . They are also independent as long as the random function g generates two 
independent random variables (this happens only if the values of I9 @ f(Mi) and I9 @ f(M,) are 
different). Otherwise, Y ; ~  and yj, are related and then 

~ ( 8  @ f(Mi)) = @ f(Mj)) = Y 
This may happen if the random function f collides i.e. f ( M ; )  = f(Mj) (in [2] this case was 
called X is bad). So we have 
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Note that although related, the random variables yil, yjl take on different values. Now if we 
put (yi1, yi,) and (yj1, yj,) to $2 of Oi and Oj, respectively, we face the same situation as in the 
previous theorem and the final result follows. 

I Mi 

x 

Figure 3: Oracle gates evaluated using an A-code with @3 

Note that Theorem (3.2) is still true if we substitute the random function h in $1 by the 
constant 0 function. Hence the A-code d , , ( q 2 ) ,  where Q2 = $l(f,g,O) o &(f ,g*,h) ,  is also 
perfect. 

It is easy to check that, d, , ( \v2 )  is not perfect if the redundant string 29 and the message Mi 

are swopped i.e., 

xil = Mi 
xi, = I9 

However, it will be perfect if we add another L-R randomizer so the resulting A-code applies the 
randomizer @3 = - b l ( f , g ,  h)o+z(h, g', f )o+s(h ,  g*, f). Let us consider the resulting A-code. The 
random variable u is fixed for all oracle gates so the function f assigns the same random variable 
f(29) for all gates. The random variables Mi @f(29) (i = 1,. . . , r )  always take on different values 
for all oracle gates. So the random function g assigns r independent random variables and all 
outputs yil are independent from the inputs. Let us consider a single pair of oracle gates (Oi, 0,) 
(Figure 3). We have already concluded that y;l = g(Mi @ f(I9)) @ I9 and yjl = g(Mj @ f(8)) @ I9 
are independent from Mi and Mj. The second pair yi, , yj, is also independent from the input if 
g(Mi @ f(29)) # g(Mj @ f(29)). However if they collide, i.e. Y = g(Mi @ j(29)) = g(M, @ f(29)), 
the random variables yi, = Mi @ f(29) @ h ( Y )  and yj, = Mj @ f ( I 9 )  @ h ( Y )  are related although 
they take on different values. 
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Therefore if outputs yi , ,  y j ,  are related to the input, they always have different values (and 
yi ,  = y j l ) .  Note that y ; , ,  y j ,  are independent. The second randomizer $2 does not change the 
situation - z;,, zk are independent from the input but zi,, zj, may be related to the input (with 
some probability). According to Theorem (3.1), $3 cuts the statistical relation with the input. 

Note that if z;, = 6 and xi ,  = Mi (for i = 1,. . . , r), then the outputs (zil,  t i , )  are already 
independent from the input (see Theorem (3.2)) and $3 preserves the independency. 

Thus, we have shown that the following theorem is true. 

Theorem 3.3 Given A-code d,, = {An~2n). Assume that in the first stage, each message i3 
assigned a common random string I9 E I,, (the distingukher knows it but it cannot change its 
value), then A, w perfect provided the following two conditions are satwjied: 

the redundant string 6 is placed to the same half of input of L-R randomizer (Figure 9)  
i .e.,  (xi ,  = llf, and xiz = 6 )  or (xi ,  = 6 and xi2 = M;), where i = 1,. . . , r  (r is the number 
of oracle gates in the dktinguishing circuit; r 5 Z"), 

the randomizer used in the second stage consists of concatenation of three L-R  elementary 
randomizers i .e . ,  9 = 'J?3= $ l ( f , g ,h )o$q(h ,g* ,  f ) o $ 3 ( h , g * ,  f )  (where f , g , h  ER F,) 

Note that the A-code considered in Theorem 3.3 is perfect even if the redundant string 9 is 

The above results can be summarised as follows: 
A-codes A*($) are perfect if: 

'J? = $l(f,g*, h)  and the inputs to the randomizer are xi ,  = lcf, and xi2 = 9i, where 6i is 
independently selected for each message M; with the uniform probability distribution. 

0 Q = $ l ( j , g ,  h )  o $*(h,g*, f )  and the inputs to the randomizer are x; ,  = I9 and xi ,  = M i ,  

b Q = $l(f,g,h) o $ ~ ~ ( h , g * , f )  o q3 (h ,gC ,  f )  and the inputs to the randomizer are either 
( x i ,  = M; and Zi, = 8) or ( X i ,  = 9 and zi, = Mi),  where the random variable 9 and its 
position in the input are fixed for the whole session (for all messages). 

We have discussed the case of A-codes d,,(Q) when the length of redundant strings is the 
same aa the length of messages. The same comments can be made for the case of A-codes when 
redundant strings are longer than messages. 

Randomized A-codes are perfect if all outputs of the oracle gates (evaluated using the A- 
code) axe independent from the input random variables. It also means that perfect A-codes resist 
the spoofing attack of order T = r (where r specifies the number of oracle gates in distinguishing 
circuits). Hence the knowledge of r message/cryptogram pairs does not reveal any information 
to the attacker in forming a substitution message and their best strategy is random selection 
with uniform distribution from the rest of cryptograms ([3],[5]). Therefore if an enemy wished 
to make the receiver accept a false cryptogram, they would have to select such a cryptogram 
randomly from the rest of 2* - r elements. The probability of an enemy's S U C ~ ~ P R  is equal to: 

2" - r 
2" - r 

made public (although public it cannot be changed by the distinguisher). 

where the random variable 29 is fixed for the whole session (for all messages), 

where 2" is the size of the message space and 2" is the size of the cryptogram space. 
There is a problem with an implementation of randomized A-codes, as their random functions 

f ,  g ,  h are not polynomially computable and to store them in a computer, requires exponential 
size of memory. To make the A-code implementable, the random functions f, g, h E R  F, in 
L-R randomizers have to be substituted by pseudorandom ones ( f , g ,  h E P S  F,,). It is easy to 
check that the resulting A-code is pseudorandom and its quality depends upon the quality of 
pseudorandom functions used. 
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4 Conclusions 
It is well known [6] that secrecy and authenticity are related. If the message source has re- 
dundancy, then any cryptosystem applied for secrecy also gives authentication of messages. If 
the message source has no redundancy, then any cryptogram injected by an enemy is accepted 
by the receiver as a genuine one. In general, to provide authenticity, it is necessary to intro- 
duce redundancy, which divides redundant messages into two classes. The first one consists 
of all meaningful messages whose cryptograms can appear in the communication channel. All 
meaningless redundant messages create the second class. Their cryptograms never occur in the 
channel (see [4]). 

We defined randomized A-codes and gave some constructions for them. Our considerations 
are limited to the case when n-bit long messages are transformed into 2n-bit cryptograms. In 
these codes, the assignment of the cryptogram to a given message is done in two stages. The first 
introduces redundancy and the second applies the concatenation of i Luby-Rackoff randomizers 
( Z  = 1,2,3). 

The number of required stages in an L-R randomizer is directly affected by the way the 
redundancy is introduced. If a known constant padding is used for all messages (this padding 
sequence can be made public) but its position in the randomizer input (although fixed for the 
session) is not known, concatenation of three L-R randomizers guarantees that the resulting 
A-code is perfect. Perfection implies that the authentication code is indistinguishable from a 
truly random function generator F"." which assigns independently and uniformly distributed 
random cryptograms for each message (the number of oracle gates r 5 2"). 

If two communicating parties agree beforehand that they will always place the redundant 
string at the left hand input of the randomizer, then it is possible to obtain a perfect A-code 
for a simpler randomizer Q = that applies the concatenation of two L-R randomizers. Note 
that the positions of redundant string and message are important - the message should always 
be input to the right hand input of the randomizer (to the input of the random function f) .  

To be perfect, a randomized A-code with a single L-R randomizer needs to assign an inde- 
pendent and uniformely distributed random variable 19, for each message M i .  

Perfect randomized A-codes have the advantage that they are resistant to a spoofing of order 
T attack, as an enemy has to select a cryptogram from the remaining equally probable elements 
and their probability of success is strictly related to the redundancy. 

Perfect randomized A-codes can be readily converted to pseudorandom A-codes whose qual- 
ity depends on the quality of underlying pseudorandom functions used in L-R modules. 

According to the definition, perfect A-codes do not leak information about the input to the 
output as all outputs are independent random variables. However, some information about the 
A-code structure can be extracted from the output. 
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